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Chapter 8
Question 1 As Grace is preparing to respond to the RFP from Natural Splendor, she expresses frustration that 

she couldn’t find what she was looking for in the sales technology system and some of what she 
found was outdated. Based on your understanding of CRM/SFA, what information do you think 
Grace was hoping to find?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer In the Marketing Encyclopedia System, Grace would expect to find sell sheets, marketing 
collateral, product/fact sheets, index of previous presentations, etc.

Question 2 Before her visit to Omega Sea, Anna tells Grace that she is doing some “homework” and expresses 
some frustration that the CRM/SFA system lacks information on the account. Which part of the 
system do you think Anna is using? If you were Anna, what information would you hope to find 
in this part of the system at this point in the sales process?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer This is the Opportunity Management System — it provides account details (contact info, 
account questions about GAC products/product lines under consideration, other members of 
buying center, how many stores, locations, etc.)

Question 3 Reflecting on Anna’s e-mail to Grace in which she asks for input on her planned questions for the 
Olive Tree account, consider Grace’s observation that “the list needed some adjustments.” What 
do you think she means? Why does she say this? If you were Grace, what changes would you 
recommend to Anna? Be specific.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Anna doesn’t use open-ended questions; they are not aimed at getting the customer to talk. 
Question 1 is restricted and product-centered (not customer-centered); Question 2 and 3 are 
restricted; Question 4 and 5 are data collection questions.
She should ask conversation-inducing, open-ended, unrestrictive, situation-orientated 
questions:
“Considering your product offerings, in which categories are experiencing the greatest need?”
“What parts of the store provide you with your greatest store traffic?”
“Tell me a bit about your goals with respect to growing sales.”
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Question 4 Consider Connor’s conversation with Woodruff regarding the salesforce’s use of video call to 
interact with customers.

a. If you were devising a set of best practices for reps to follow as they conduct video calls, what 
specific dos/don’ts would you include?

b. From a sales management standpoint, what do you think would be the most effective way 
of delivering these best practices — providing a codified list or through what Woodruff calls 
“soft diplomacy”? What is the advantage of one over the other?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer The focus here is professionalism. Reps should be encouraged to remain mindful of the need 
to conduct video calls with the same purpose and care with which they would conduct in-
person calls. 

 ■ Avoid using personal/intimate space for video calls (if not possible, use automated 
background)

 ■ If space is shared with others, ensure they stay out of the background/avoid interrupting 
call

 ■ Maintain client-appropriate presentation, dress, etc.
 ■ Good posture/non-verbals
 ■ Adjust camera angle 
 ■ Plan appropriately so as to have all necessary things within arms reach to eliminate the 

need to leave the camera during a call
Soft diplomacy: advantage is that delivery enables manager to send the message that these 
guidelines are motivated by care and concern for process, not command and control; 
disadvantage is that manager may not deliver this message uniformly and/or reps may receive 
it unevenly (the effect would be some reps do as they should and some don’t)
Formal: advantage is that codifying these guidelines ensures clarity/everyone gets the same 
message; disadvantage is that communication may feel bureaucratic, impersonal, command 
and control
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Chapter 9
Question 1 Reflect on the beginning of Grace’s interaction with Greener Pastures in Chapter 9. Considering 

the steps in the sales process, what is the very first thing that Grace should do when she first makes 
contact with Jim Jones? Explain and support your answer.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Verify prospect

Question 2 Consider the conversation between Connor, Jerry, and Joan.
a. What is the source of the disagreement between Jerry and Joan? In this case, how are Jerry’s 

goals as sales manager potentially in conflict with Joan’s goals as vice president of human 
resources?

b. Jerry’s concerns relate to a particularly critical concept in sales performance. What is it? 
How is that concept tied into the recruiting process? Why does Jerry feel the job analysis is so 
critical for making that connection?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer The conflict is over whether a job analysis needs to be done. Jerry (as manager) wants to 
ensure whoever is hired knows what the role is before he/she is hired and thinks the job profile 
is already outdated (his emphasis is on establishing role clarity during the hiring process). 
He feels if the company isn’t clear about the role during the hiring process, he is going to 
be stuck managing a rep who had the wrong impression when he/she was hired. He’s also 
concerned about the added burden of training this rep once hired. He’s stressing the changing 
environment. Joan’s role (in H/R) is to shepherd the hiring process. Her main priority is hiring 
someone in this new environment. Her goals are likely more short-term whereas Jerry’s are 
more long-term.

Question 3 Consider Connor’s visit to his local New England Market store. What information does he gather 
that could help GAC and/or New England Market? What does this situation tell us about the 
unique role of the sales function?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer The market environment is changing/has changed. Accounts are operating much differently 
than before the pandemic; their concerns/challenges have changed. Product lines that might 
have worked in the old environment may not work in this environment. Similarly, the focus 
used to be on getting shoppers in the store and keeping them there, now the strategy is to get 
them in and get them out while maximizing the opportunity to sell them things during this 
much tighter window. While there are threats, this also presents new opportunities. Perhaps 
the biggest challenge is merely getting to market. If GAC can continue to remain responsive 
to account needs, keep product coming to the store and avoid supply chain issues, it will 
remain well-positioned to succeed and could even gain ground on competitors. The difficulty 
is that the sales function provides the best chance for GAC to monitor and scan the market; as 
boundary-spanners, salespeople are best positioned to gain first-hand knowledge of customers 
and prospects. When they are taken off the road, they are limited in their ability to perform 
this function.
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Chapter 10
Question 1 Consider Grace’s phone conversation with Kerin McDonald.

a. Based on your understanding of the importance of listening to prospects and customers, 
assess how you think Grace did. Be specific.

b. Close to the end of the call, Kerin begins to tell Grace about her concerns regarding two of 
her other suppliers. Explain the next thing that Grace should do at this point. Be careful to 
provide detailed support in your answer.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer 1. She’s listening patiently
2. Understanding feeling
3. Isn’t interrupting
4. When she wants to hear more about something, Grace restates what Kerin is saying in the 

form of a question
SPIN
S — Tell me more about your concern over products in the baking category? You said you’re 
seeing a lot of demand there? Which products are in most high demand? How much in 
that category is stocked by Presco? How much is stocked by Navelin? What has been your 
experience with them? 
P — What gives you concern about their ability to keep you stocked? Have they missed 
deliveries? Are they currently delivering every order as expected?
I — What happens when they don’t keep you supplied? Do you have any sense of how much 
money you lose when you are out of stock in the baking category? Do you think you are losing 
customers when you are stocked out in a category like baking? 
N — Would it be helpful to hear what GAC can do to address this problem? Do you know 
about our baking product offerings?
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Question 2 Consider Connor’s request of Grace pertaining to the new CoCo Fro Yo Paradise Pops. Based on 
the information provided (in the text and in Exhibit A), what information would you include in 
Grace’s one slide? How would you present it? Explain. Be specific.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer The emphasis should be on communicating features-advantages-benefits (FAB).
Feature 1 — Coconut
Advantage 1 — builds muscle/helps weight loss
Benefit 1 — helps new moms eat healthy coming out of pregnancy
Feature 2 — Coconut
Advantage 2 — prevents fatigue/relieves constipation
Benefit 2 — helps pregnant moms overcome pregnancy symptoms
Feature 3 — Organic, non-GMO and free of major allergens
Advantage 3 — Generally safe for kids
Benefit 3 — Healthy, tasty treat for the whole family
Feature 4 — Single flavor packs enjoy turnover rate every 3 days vs. industry average of 5 days 
(i.e. they sell quicker)
Advantage 4 — Stores will sell these faster than competing products
Benefit 4 — Stores earn more revenue in a given period for these products than they will for a 
competing product

Question 3 Interpret Exhibit B. Reflect on Grace’s assessment of Connor’s updated forecast. What does she 
mean?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S / SM

Answer Connor’s forecast projects that sales will go up to each of these accounts but also that the cost 
to serve these accounts will go up significantly as well. Grace thinks this makes some sense 
— probably based on the change in the macro-environment from the time of the original 
forecast vs. the new forecast. Earlier in March, there was a lot of uncertainty about what these 
accounts would do — many looked like they would pull back in purchases from GAC but 
now they are trying to get as much product as they can on their shelves. Accordingly, GAC 
stands to sell more than they had originally thought. However, selling costs will go up. For one, 
getting product to these stores is going to be harder for GAC. Especially with the shutdown 
in Pennsylvania, they are now going to have to reroute deliveries up from Georgia. The 
manpower and deliver cost associated with this will be greater. It will be worth it to keep the 
relationships but GAC shouldn’t believe that it will be any more profitable for them, as noticed 
by the fact that net incomes are only slightly larger in the new forecasts. In other words, the 
forecasts suggest GAC will be more effective in the next quarter than originally expected but 
will suffer in terms of efficiency.
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Question 4 Assess Grace’s experience with Greener Pastures in Chapter 10. Specifically:
a. Grace’s attempt to close Jones. Which type of closing technique do you believe Grace 

employed? Briefly explain your answer.
b. Provide a “postmortem” of what went wrong with this account. Be specific.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Assumptive close
One of two things happened. The first possibility is that this was a lead which should never 
have been considered a prospect. It might be an issue of “will and means” — and that 
marketing incorrectly assumed Mrs. Jones was the decider with both the will and means but 
that she wasn’t. In this case, the problem lies with marketing — they incorrectly qualified a 
lead that wasn’t a prospect. However, fault still lies with Grace as the salesperson — if she had 
verified as her first step, she wouldn’t have gotten this far along in the process before finding 
this out. She never did and ended up unnecessarily expending a lot of time, effort, energy 
and resources (becoming very inefficient) on Greener Pastures. The second possibility is that 
marketing might have been right about the account in early March — maybe it was a prospect 
then — but by the time Grace succeeded in getting to them, Greener Pastures’ situation had 
changed and they were no longer a prospect in late March. There is some evidence — Mr. 
Jones’ disheveled state, his reference to his wife as not being a “decider,” the store being in 
financial trouble — that things may have significantly changed since GAC first was in contact 
with the account. Again, though, in this case Grace still should have picked up on this early on 
her interaction with Jones — she needed to verify and she didn’t.
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Question 5 Reflect on Connor’s conversation with Jerry and Cindy in Chapter 10.
a. In one part of the exchange, Connor observes: “And, you know, it’s not just that we’re trying 

to do more things online. It’s that we’re trying to do more things online while trying to get 
away with not doing almost anything in person. It’s not like sort of transitioning to a hybrid 
or mixed approach to selling. It’s like ‘out with the old’ and ‘in with the new.’ Overnight.” 
Jerry responds, “It’s what we call a disruption, Connor. It ain’t fun.” With respect to the 
specific factors affecting salesperson performance, detail at least three consequences of this 
“disruption”?

b. Cindy offers perspective on how she managed a rep who was slow to respond to a new 
prospect during the pandemic. Can you connect the approach she used to an important 
sales management technique? Be specific and explain why the technique appeared to have a 
positive effect on the rep’s behavior in this situation.

c. Later in the conversation, Cindy details her experience with another rep in which she says, 
“I don’t know. It’s strange. He’s still doing a lot of the additional stuff — he helped out my 
most junior rep a couple weeks ago when she was having trouble with the CRM system. 
He even took an online training course last week on video calls. That was great! I didn’t 
ask him to do that. However, when it comes to the regular, day-to-day tasks, he seems less 
engaged. Like he’s bored.” Based on your understanding of the factors affecting salesperson 
performance, what appears to be happening here? Be specific in your explanation.

d. Connor expresses concern that, in this new environment, reps may not be getting a clear 
sense of various parties’ expectations. What are some specific ways through which sales 
managers, customers, and prospects typically communicate expectations to salespeople? How 
has the pandemic affected this?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer 1. Lack of role clarity
2. Motivation
3. Environmental variables — uncertainty for market
4. Organizational variables — flux/change/stress
5. Personal variables — job uncertainty, health/home stress
6. Are skills updated?
Cindy is focused on empowering this rep. Specifically, she resorts to improving the rep’s 
“participation in decision making” and it appears to have worked.
This rep may be bored or he may be confused. The end result is that he appears to be doing 
the things he’s most comfortable doing and is avoiding doing things he’s not. In effect, he’s 
switched out doing in-role things and opted for doing ex-role things. 
Typically, sales managers communicate both directly and indirectly to reps. While doing 
ride alongs and through meetings, managers can provide reps directions, can explain things, 
answer questions, etc. This is also the case with customers and prospects; these parties 
typically convey what they expect of salespeople when they meet with them. In addition, when 
managers and reps spend time together in more regular times, reps also have the benefit of 
observing (O) how managers behave, developing (D) impressions of what is expected/what is 
good and what isn’t and then converting those impressions into actions (A) they themselves 
can take. The pandemic has radically changed this; when reps and managers spend less 
time together, managers have fewer opportunities to effectively directly communicate role 
expectations to reps and reps have fewer opportunities to indirectly learn through O-D-A.
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Chapter 11
Question 1 Consider Connor’s Zoom call with Middle A.

a. Assess the interaction between the buyer and seller. What do you observe here?
b. How would you recommend Connor respond to Middle A?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer This is a negotiation that is characterized by a good deal of distributive bargaining. Middle A’s 
tactics: silence and bracketing; good cop/bad cop; anger/emotion; walking away; auctioning.
Connor should:
Ask questions to try to figure out the real source of the objection (is it really about the fact that 
Middle A is concerned about Georgia or are they trying to improve their bargaining power on 
price?).
Feel, felt, found — reference other big accounts who were reluctant to switch but have enjoyed 
success.
3rd party endorsements 
Trial offer

Question 2 Consider Grace’s interaction with Tracy Beaman at Essence.
a. If you were Grace, what steps would you take to effectively conduct this followup? Be specific.
b. Based on the description in the text, which specific SFA tool do you think Grace is using to 

respond to Tracy’s question about GAC’s frozen offerings?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Be systematic — take notes, document concerns, inform other parts of GAC to ensure other 
silos know about problem and will ensure problem will not occur, update OMS for the 
account; Listen; Be empathetic; Express appreciation
Grace is probably using the ales configurator (primarily) and quote generator (secondarily).

Question 3 Both Connor and Grace share their points of view after the Middle A call. Reflect on their varying 
perspectives. From a sales management perspective, do you think it was effective including Grace 
in the call? Why or why not?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Though including Grace likely didn’t help Connor sell, the setback may be temporary as 
GAC still appears well-positioned on the account. In terms of the effect on Grace, Connor’s 
inclusion of her empowered her. It clearly re-charged her and revitalized her sense of purpose. 
Specifically, this effort appeared to tap into giving her a greater feeling of “meaningfulness of 
work” and the approach appeared to be an effective decision from a management standpoint.
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Chapter 12
Question 1 Consider GAC’s training needs.

a. Design a training program for GAC’s new rep. What formats would you include in the 
training? What topics would you cover? Explain.

b. Design a “refresher” training for GAC’s existing reps. What formats would you include in the 
training? What topics would you cover? Explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer New — remote selling, video calling, phone calling, relationship building in a remote 
environment (online and tele-meeting training), industry/macro training
Experienced — checking in with manager in a remote sales world, staying on top of existing 
business you can’t get to in-person, prospecting in a remote environment, understanding 
how needs of independent accounts and key accounts vary in needs during pandemic, macro 
environment training
Though in more regular times, some of these topics would be best delivered through in-person 
(e.g. classroom) and on-the-job formats (e.g. shadowing, role-playing, etc.), much of this will 
have to be delivered through online modules given the pandemic.
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Question 2 Consider the conversation Connor, Cindy, and Jerry are having about compensation.
a. From the typical sales organization’s perspective, what are the benefits/drawbacks of 

a straight salary compensation plan? What are the benefits/drawbacks of a straight 
commission comp plan? What are the benefits/ drawbacks of a combination plan?

b. From the typical sales rep’s perspective, what are the benefits/drawbacks of a straight salary 
compensation plan? What are the benefits/drawbacks of a straight commission comp plan? 
What are the benefits/drawbacks of a combination plan?

c. What do you think of Jerry’s proposal? Do you think it would be effective for GAC? Explain.
d. In response to Jerry’s proposal, Connor says, “Beyond that, I don’t think we should expect 

the comp plan to do everything. If reps are neglecting to devise effective strategies for calling 
on and servicing the needs of independent accounts, I don’t think we should just rely on the 
comp plan as the means for correcting that.” What do you think Connor means by this? Do 
you think he’s right/wrong? Explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Straight salary (+) — rewards planning, relationship building, easy to compute for both sales 
and management (–) — discourages selling, no connection between performance and pay, 
good performers may feel undervalued
Straight commission (+) — rewards performance, poor performers cannot hide out, good 
performers will stay, poor performers will leave, comp costs move with revenue (–) — 
discourages relationship building/planning, may incentivize reps to push product
Combo (+) — balances both straights (–) still questions about capping salary, what split 
between salary and commission should be
GAC — straight commission might be perceived as easier on management (they could take an 
outcome based approach and wouldn’t have to worry about motivating) but could be worse on 
reps (particularly inexperienced ones which make up a good portion of the salesforce) — they 
might have trouble balancing the need to develop relationships with new accounts less likely to 
buy and working existing accounts who are routinely buying
Connor means that the comp plan cannot address everything. Some matters are better left 
to sales managers to manage and not rely on the comp plan to do for them. This might mean 
that sales managers need to use a “tighter” approach for salesforce control. Greater oversight 
of reps, greater behavior-based approach to managing reps, etc. if they are concerned with the 
way reps are executing.
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Question 3 Reflect on Connor’s data analysis at the end of Chapter 12. Specifically:
a. What does the output in Exhibit C tell us? Explain.
b. What does the output in Exhibit D tell us? Explain.
c. What does the output in Exhibit E tell us? Explain.
d. If you were Connor, considering the cumulative information provided in Exhibits C, D, and 

E, what conclusions would you begin to make about Grace’s performance? Explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer a. More Long Island-dependent as Grace stays home; these are the accounts she can get to 
more in-person

b. Prospecting for new business has decreased as Grace switches to remote
c. New business outside of Long Island has diminished to almost nothing since Grace 

switched to remote
d. Grace has become very in-person dependent, having hard time selling to accounts through 

video/phone, sticking with clients in Long Island, new business — both in Long Island and 
especially in other parts of her territory — has dropped off significantly, very reliant on big 
key accounts
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Chapter 13
Question 1 While discussing the consequences of GAC’s compensation plan with Connor on the boat in 

Niantic, Woodruff says he thinks it is an issue of “alignment.” Based on your understanding of 
sales management, explain what he means. What needs to be aligned? Why is this important?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Earlier, Connor makes the point to Jerry that the sale comp plan should not be expected to 
solve everything and that some things have to come from management. Woodruff ’s point here 
relates back to that. His point is that while strategically designing and executing an effective 
comp plan is important, it is a beginning and not an end. It is critical to make sure that the 
chosen comp plan is aligned with the orientation of the rep and the control approach used by 
the manager. Generally, early-career reps will be paid more through salary and less through 
incentives because they are oriented toward learning as opposed to performing. They need 
to get more behavior-based control, which includes more direct supervisory oversight and 
coaching. Over time, reps develop more of a performance orientation, their comp should skew 
more toward incentive pay over salary and managers should adjust their control approach 
accordingly, using more of an outcome-based approach to supervising. In effect, the alignment 
Woodruff is referencing has to do with the fit between the rep’s orientation, the control 
approach used and the comp structure.

Question 2 Toward the end of summer, Grace and Anna reflect on their experience working with prospective 
accounts during the pandemic. Grace makes a revealing admission that relates to an important 
sales management concept. Connect what Grace is saying to this concept. Be specific in making 
the connection.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer This reveals something about Grace’s motivation. Motivation is a function of expectancies and 
valences — while Grace places a high value (valence) on succeeding, she presently estimates 
that her chances of success are very low (she has low expectancies) and, in effect, she is not 
motivated.
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